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Chest-beating Klopp puts Liverpool back among European elite 
Liverpool 3 Wijnaldum 45+1, Coutinho 51 Lallana 56 Middlesbrough 0 
Referee M Atkinson Attendance 53,191 
It was shortly after Middlesbrough's feisty fans tried to goad 
their Liverpool counterparts with "Champions League, you're having a laugh" that 
Georginio Wijnaldum struck his sixth, and most important, Premier League goal of 
the season. Wijnaldum's cathartic contribution meant so much and, with the 
tension eased, Philippe Coutinho and Adam Lallana wrapped up qualification for 
the Champions League, rekindling their love affair with the competition for only 
the second time in eight years. The trophy means memories, dreams and 
enduring ambition for Liverpool; the sight of Kenny Dalglish and Steven Gerrard 
making presentations yesterday provided vivid reminders of Liverpool's proud 
heritage in Europe. So did the flags on the Kop. So do the recent books on Bob 
Paisley, Ronnie Moran, Terry McDermott and David Fairclough, even plays. 
The European Cup matters here. 
It's why they sing proudly, "We won it five times". Even The Beatles would have 
urged them to "get back to where you once belonged". It's why all the 
frustrations for 44 minutes, listening to updates from the Emirates as Arsenal 
took a two-goal lead, were forgotten when Roberto Firmino guided Wijnaldum 
into the box, a wonderful touch by the Dutchman with his left foot, and a 
powerful one with his right prompted such emotional scenes, including a wild, 
teeth-grinding, chest-beating celebration from Jurgen Klopp. 
In steering his side above Arsenal and Manchester United, Klopp's achievement is 
considerable. He has done it by not losing to any of the leading sides, and with 
only the division's sixth highest wage bill and with PS81 million made from players 
sold last August and only PS62 million spent (mainly on Sadio Mane and 
Wijnaldum). Klopp's done it with a 31-year-old midfield player -- James Milner -- 
at left back, with losing the talismanic Mane to the Africa Cup of Nations and then 
to injury, with his captain, Jordan Henderson, absent for the past three and a half 
months. He's done it in a hugely competitive season and finishing with 76 points, 
which would have won the league in 1996-97 (when Manchester United came top 
with 75). He beat Arsenal home and away, 4-3 at the Emirates and 3-1 at 
Anfield; Liverpool deserved to pip Arsenal to fourth. 
Liverpool's development under Klopp is clear: they are 16 points and four places 
better off than last season. They will learn on August 4 in the play-off round draw 
in Nyon who they will play in qualifying, but know they are seeded and could 
meet any of Sporting Lisbon, Viktoria Plzen, CSKA Moscow, Club Brugge, Steaua 
Bucharest, Young Boys, Hoffenheim, Nice, Istanbul Basaksehir or Besiktas and the 
runners-up in Greece. Victory means Klopp can now focus on strengthening his 
squad with the added lure of involvement in the Champions League. It meant that 
there will be no awkward inquest. As Arsenal rip themselves apart over 
Wenger, Liverpool walk on, marching to Klopp's beat. In front of the watching 
John W Henry, Liverpool showed here why belief has been restored by Klopp. 
The Kop had set the tone from the start, launching into an impassioned You'll 
Never Walk Alone. The players signalled their intent from the moment they heard 
the Kop, and Martin Atkinson's whistle. They were slightly nervy, and shooting 
from too far out, but they stayed patient in trying to break down Boro's back four, 
frequently strengthened by Patrick Bamford and Stewart Downing dropping deep 
to form a back six. "We're going down," chanted Boro's fans, who have lost their 
Premier League status but not their stellar sense of humour. 
Silence briefly fell as news of Hector Bellerin's goal for Arsenal filtered through, 
followed by a ripple of hope at Laurent Koscielny's red card and then deepening 
concern as Alexis Sanchez put Arsenal further clear. As it stood, the Europa 
League beckoned Liverpool. Liverpool were then fortunate to escape a penalty 
when Dejan Lovren's left hand held back Bamford, who fell to earth, clearly 
impeded but Atkinson waved play on to Boro's ire. 
Klopp and the Kop kept urging Liverpool on. Coutinho twice, Emre Can and Daniel 
Sturridge went close. "Champions League, you're having a laugh," chanted the 
Boro fans. But then came Wijnaldum almost taking the back of Brad Guzan's net 
off, and the fans nearly taking the roof of the Kop off. Wijnaldum has taken time 
to settle in and impress, but has scored significant goals against Manchester City, 
Chelsea and Arsenal, and here, as well as nine assists. 
Liverpool's delight intensified six minutes after the break. When Adam Clayton 
fouled Sturridge 25 yards out right of centre, Coutinho took charge. Can and Joel 
Matip took up clever positions in the wall, their backs to Coutinho, suddenly 
ducking and creating space for the Brazilian to curl the ball through, beating 
Guzan. The party really got under way five minutes later when Liverpool broke 
away after a Boro corner before Wijnaldum set up Lallana, who calmly placed the 
ball low past Guzan. Klopp sprinted down the touchline towards the Kop, 
progressing 20 yards, throwing a haymaker through the air, before walking back, 
in control again. The Kop was going through their song-book, lauding Xabi Alonso, 
and cheering loudly when Lucas came on for what could be his final 
game. Liverpool fans shouted "shoot" every time he was in possession. They 
saluted the Boro fans when the visitors sang: "Justice for the 96". 
Sturridge's name was chanted as he was withdrawn, possibly a farewell. Alberto 
Moreno came on, probably for his final appearance for Liverpool. But this was all 
about Liverpool saying hello again to the Champions League. The Boys are Back in 
Town blasted out from the speakers, celebrating reaching the Champions League 
although rather overlooking that Thin Lizzy's singer, Phil Lynott, was a Manchester 
 

United fan who used to hang out with George Best. Klopp was marching onto the 
pitch, repeatedly thumping the Liverpool crest on his chest as Anfield's heartbeat 
quickened at the prospect of Champions League football again. 
RATINGS Liverpool (4-4-2): S Mignolet 7 -- N Clyne 6, J Matip 6, D Lovren 6, J 
Milner 7 (sub: A Moreno 86min) -- E Can 7, G Wijnaldum 7, P Coutinho 8, A Lallana 
7 -- D Sturridge 6 (sub: D Origi 82), R Firmino 7 (sub: L Leiva 79). Substitutes not 
used L Karius, M Grujic, T Alexander-Arnold, R Klavan. Middlesbrough (4-5-1): B 
Guzan 4 -- F Da Silva 5 (sub: D Ayala 73), C Chambers 5, B Gibson 5, G Friend 6 -- P 
Bamford 6, A Clayton 5, G Leadbitter 5, A Forshaw 5, S Downing 5 -- R Gestede 6 
(sub: A Negredo 73). Substitutes not used D Konstantopoulos, Bernardo, V 
Fischer, M De Roon, C Stuani. Booked Gestede  

 
Liverpool seal Champions League place with victory over 
Middlesbrough 
Jürgen Klopp described the end of the season as though it were a beginning for 
Liverpool. A place in the Champions League play-offs was secured with nerves, 
guile and ultimately some comfort against Middlesbrough as Klopp’s first full 
season at Anfield finished with a merited place in the top four. It bodes well for 
the club that the manager immediately wanted more. 
“Liverpool needs to be there consistently,” Klopp said of the Champions League 
proper. “In the last 10 years Liverpool was not a part of it too often. We should do 
everything to change this.” August, when the five-times European Cup winners 
will be seeded for the play-off draw, will provide the first opportunity. Having 
exhilarated at times this season, dug in when required and rediscovered their 
clinical touch on home soil on the final day, a ticket to the Champions League 
represents deserved reward for Liverpool’s varying qualities and a campaign of 
genuine progress under the former Borussia Dortmund coach. 
Three goals in 11 minutes either side of half-time gave Klopp’s team the victory 
needed to guarantee a top four finish. Georginio Wijnaldum ignited Anfield with 
the crucial breakthrough before Philippe Coutinho and Adam Lallana put the 
game beyond Steve Agnew’s relegated side, who caused frequent problems to 
Dejan Lovren and the Liverpool defence before half-time before being swatted 
aside. The Liverpool manager had claimed beforehand that he would not have 
settled for a Champions League decider on the final day at the start of the season 
as he dreams of “the biggest things”. But it provides firm evidence of Liverpool’s 
progress under his management that the European elite beckons for only the 
second time in eight years. Klopp will fly with the Liverpool squad to Sydney on 
Monday for a lucrative post-season friendly. Australia welcomes a club who are 
now a far more attractive proposition to potential signings. 
Lucas Leiva gave what sounded suspiciously like a farewell address after the final 
whistle while Daniel Sturridge, another player who may depart this summer, 
posed for photographs with family members in front of the Kop during the 
squad’s lap of honour. Otherwise, Liverpool are likely to be strengthened 
significantly by the time they next appear at Anfield. 
Wijnaldum’s sixth league goal of the season released a tension that had been 
rising throughout the first half in the stands and had begun to effect Liverpool’s 
performance on the pitch. Klopp’s team dominated possession from the start, 
forcing Middlesbrough’s formation to morph into a 6-3-1 and a test of Liverpool’s 
patience against another deep defence, in which Ben Gibson again impressed. But 
a lack of composure on the ball and penetration generated audible and increasing 
groans around Anfield until one strike in first-half stoppage time changed the 
atmosphere and the context of Liverpool’s campaign completely. 
Liverpool, with Coutinho dictating proceedings back in central midfield, should 
have started an ultimately comfortable passage into the Champions League with 
their first meaningful attack. James Milner’s cross fell to Nathaniel Clyne of all 
people and, although the two full-backs’ adventure underlined Klopp’s intent, the 
defender dragged an inviting chance horribly wide. Emre Can, Coutinho and 
Sturridge all went close before, with the home performance deteriorating, one 
moment of quality changed everything. A perfectly weighted flick from Roberto 
Firmino sent Wijnaldum sprinting between Gibson and George Friend into the 
penalty area. The Dutch international, who had instigated the move, opted for 
power and beat Brad Guzan at his near post with a blistering finish into the Kop 
goal. Liverpool regained fourth place from Arsenal with the midfielder’s fine finish 
and Champions League qualification was never in doubt thereafter. 
It could, arguably should, have been a more complicated equation for Klopp’s 
team, however. Lovren endured a nerve-stricken afternoon and appeared to have 
conceded a penalty and invited a red card when he tangled with Patrick Bamford 
in the 22nd minute. Bamford was clean through on goal after exchanging passes 
with Adam Forshaw when he went to ground under pressure from Lovren. The 
Liverpool defender’s arm did make contact but referee Martin Atkinson, perhaps 
swayed by the ease with which Bamford collapsed, waved play on. The 
Middlesbrough bench were incandescent at Liverpool’s reprieve. 
“I thought it was a definite penalty,” Agnew said. “Patrick was the wrong side of 
the defender and I thought it was a definite penalty.” Even Klopp, while repeating 
his argument that many decisions have gone against Liverpool this season, 
admitted: “Maybe it was a penalty but I haven’t seen it again.” 
After the high anxiety of the first half, the second was a procession into the 
Champions League for Liverpool. Coutinho swept a trademark free-kick over the 
Boro wall and beyond an unconvincing Guzan dive into the bottom corner within  
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six minutes of the restart. Shortly afterwards, on a counter-attack from a 
Middlesbrough corner, Lallana made it three with a comfortable finish. Lallana led 
the break but his attempted cross for Sturridge was intercepted by Fabio Da Silva. 
Wijnaldum and Sturridge regained possession to play the midfielder in behind the 
visiting defence and he tucked the ball into the bottom corner with ease.Jobdone. 

 
KLOPP FEELING CHAMPION; PREMIER LEAGUE FINAL DAY; Wijnaldum 
eases the nerves and Liverpool are back on big stage 
LIVERPOOL Wijnaldum 45+1 Coutinho 50 Lallana 56 3 MIDDLESBROUGH 0 IN THE 
end it took just one pure strike of a football to change a game, a season and, who 
knows, maybe a future. It came from the right foot of Gini Wijnaldum and it 
almost took the roof off the net at the Kop End. Deep in stoppage time at the end 
of the first half, this was threatening to turn into one of those sapping, frustrating 
and ultimately highly damaging Anfield afternoons that we have seen recently. 
Middlesbrough were camped in their own half, essentially playing six across the 
back when they didn't have the ball and Liverpool could not find a way through. 
With the ghosts of recent failures here against Southampton and Crystal Palace 
seemingly lurking round every corner, Jurgen Klopp's players looked inhibited and 
anxious. In the stands, they checked their phones grimly. Arsenal winning, 
Manchester City winning, Liverplaced pool out of the Champions League places. 
So when Nathaniel Clyne and Roberto Firmino combined with rare fluency down 
the right, Liverpoolsupporters will have looked on more in hope  than 
expectation. Wijnaldum was clear on goal but the angle was tight and the 
Dutchman had, up until that point, not had a particularly good game. 
It looked at first as though he may look to pass inside. That would have been the 
easy option, the safe option. But when the stakes are high sometimes it takes a 
little courage to get things done and so it was that Wijnaldum his faith in his own 
technique and tore a rising shot up beyond Brad Guzan in the Middlesbrough 
goal. It was a magical moment. It didn't win the game on its own, but it changed 
the game. It gave Liverpool the confidence and, more importantly, the space to 
take Middlesbrough apart in the second half. Liverpool scored two more goals but 
could have added to their tally as they finally grabbed the fourth-placed Premier 
League finish that was the minimum requirement at the start of the first full 
season for Klopp. A place in the Champions League changes everything for this 
club. Liverpool still have a qualifier to negotiate but the prospect of a place in 
European football's Blue Riband competition will help them buy players and 
indeed keep players. It makes Liverpool more attractive and it lends them a bit of 
financial clout, too. Before the game James Milner said his team-mates were 
relaxed and confident. But before Wijanldum's goal, they didn't look it and it must 
be said that they benefited from a huge call by referee Martin Atkinson midway 
through a first half in which they found fluency and potency hard to come by. 
Liverpool had enjoyed almost all the possession but Middlesbrough's blanket 
defence was keeping them at arm's length. And when a rare break by the visitors 
in the 24th minute suddenly found Patrick Bamford in a yard of space behind 
Dejan Lovren, the whole game hung in the balance. 
Lovren clipped Bamford's ankles, causing the Middlesbrough forward to crash to 
earth. It looked like a foul at the time and replays only hardened that view. Had 
Atkinson given the penalty then he would have had little choice but to send 
Lovren off, too. But the referee may have had his view impaired by 
retreating Liverpool defender Joel Matip so he waved play on, judging the 
incident to have been what they like to call 'a coming together'. 
On a day when Liverpool were always going to need the odd moment of fortune, 
this was perhaps the biggest one of all. Later on, the second half passed by like a 
procession. Once they were behind, Middlesbrough were effectively spent. It 
seemed as though they had to come to Liverpool with just one game plan and 
once that was gone they seemed short of an alternative. Liverpool took them 
apart after the break. They played the kind of fluent, intelligent football that 
bewitched us in the opening half of the season and all of a sudden chances began 
to arrive like trains rolling in to a station. Philippe Coutinho scored goal No 2 with 
a free-kick that Guzan may have saved in the 51st minute and then, five minutes 
later, Adam Lallana (left) finished off a move that typified all that is good about 
this team. A quick break following a Middlesbrough corner seemed to break down 
when Fabio intercepted Lallana's cross. But the England international was alert 
enough to win the loose ball and when it was headed back towards Daniel 
Sturridge by Wilnaldum, the striker let it run across his body for Lallana (left) to 
close in and score from 12 yards.  Liverpool enjoyed the freedom of a final half an 
hour played without any of the pressure that had inhibited them so much prior to 
Wijnaldum's goal. There were no more goals but it didn't matter. Since the 
scoreless draw with Southampton that looked so damaging two weeks 
ago, Liverpool have scored seven without reply. As such, they are in the 
Champions League on merit. LIVERPOOL (4-1-3-2): Mignolet 6; Clyne 6.5, Lovren 
6.5, Matip 6.5, Milner 7 (Moreno 85min, 6); Can 7; Coutinho 7.5, Lallana 8, 
Wijnaldum 7.5; Firmino 7.5 (Lucas 79, 6), Sturridge 6.5 (Origi 82, 6). Subs not 
used: Karius, Grujic, Klavan, Alexander-Arnold. Booked: None. 
Manager: Jurgen Klopp 8. MIDDLESBROUGH (4-1-4-1): Guzan 6.5; Fabio 6.5 (Ayala 
73, 6), Chambers 7, Gibson 7, Friend 7; Leadbitter 7; Bamford 6.5, Clayton 6.5, 
Forshaw 6.5, Downing 6.5; Gestede 6 (Negredo 73, 6). Subs not used: 
Konstantopoulos, Bernardo, Fischer, De Roon, Stuani. Booked: None. Manager: 
Steve Agnew 5. Man of the match: Adam Lallana. Referee: Martin Atkinson 5.5. 
Attendance: 53,191. 
 

 
Liverpool keep nerve to clinch top-four spot 
There was a feeling of reclaiming lost territory on the final whistle. The Boys Are 
Back In Town was the Anfield record of choice, Liverpool believing the Champions 
League their natural habitat, their exile for seven of the past eight years 
diminishing self-esteem. 
Now ? a hazardous play-off game permitting ? Jurgen Klopp will restore the club 
to the European elite. Nobody witnessing the victory that finally took them there 
could deny it is where this venue belongs, nor the least the team deserve for a 
campaign which ? although erratic in the grey midwinter ? yielded 76 points. 
They will take their place as an emerging, evolving side rather than one in 
recovery as they were during their last excursion under Brendan Rodgers in 2014, 
his team ill-equipped after losing the title and Luis Suarez. 
That is what made this final-day confirmation so essential but also so perilous. 
From the moment Klopp walked into Anfield, he has witnessed a club and a 
fanbase in trauma, lamenting so many recent missed opportunities, worrying 
about further dark clouds at the end of the storm rather than the golden skies of 
their anthem. 
"We are not confident enough in general," Klopp admitted. "When something 
doesn't work, it feels something slips through your fingers. 
I am really happy we achieved something we didn't achieve too often in the past. 
You need to feel the improvement, the next step that it is right." 
This institutionalised anxiety needed to be overcome as much as Middlesbrough 
for Liverpool to secure their fourth spot. 
In fact, it was far more a threat than Boro's timid forward line and took only 20 
minutes to threaten to reach debilitating levels. Liverpool had started well 
enough, Middlesbrough were predictably retreating. To every neutral eye, it 
seemed only a matter of time before Klopp's side scored, but the Kop sensed 
impending doom. 
The first wayward pass caused a hum; the next overhit cross a howl; and a 
succession of snapshots from distance an accusation of wastefulness. 
Klopp was starting to focus on the responses of his own crowd as much as the 
players. Sometimes it can seem to mean too much. By any standard of modern 
calamities, to fail at home to Middlesbrough would have been unbearable. 
Last year, Liverpool had to defeat Borussia Dortmund, Manchester United, 
Villarreal and Sevilla if they wanted Champions League football - a bar ultimately 
set one game too high. Now it came to overcoming an already relegated side. 
Surely they could not mess this up? They did not but still needed a little help. 
Middlesbrough were waiting for the mistakes and their caretaker coach Steve 
Agnew argued the game changed on 22 minutes. Patrick Bamford rushed through 
and felt Dejan Lovren's hand on his back. It looked a shove. It would have been a 
penalty and probably a red card. "A definite pen," said Agnew. 
Referee Martin Atkinson said no - a sign, perhaps, the lucky breaks would go the 
hosts way. They would have to wait for Boro's concentration to dip to take 
advantage. Then it came, a minute into injury time in the first half. Roberto 
Firmino clipped the ball into Georginio Wijnaldum and, while Sturridge waited for 
the cross for a tap-in, the Dutchman opted for the top corner with a thumping 
finish. There followed an explosion, joy and relief - more the latter from the Kop. 
A celebration worthy of a European night. 
Liverpool could now see their Graceland, and when Philippe Coutinho's trademark 
free-kick beat Brad Guzan on 52 minutes, it was time to check passport renewals. 
Adam Lallana's run for the partystarting third goal offered an irresistible symbol of 
Liverpool's season - both its flaws and its ultimate success. 
It was a blistering start, he appeared to have lost it in the middle, but somehow it 
all worked out well in the end, a thrilling finale ensuring the target was reached. 
The Champions League planning could begin then. 
"We learned a lot in this year about ourselves and we can use it. Usually at the 
end of the season you are tired but I am already looking forward to it," said Klopp. 
"It is the best tournament in Europe. There is nothing better, maybe, in the world. 
You want to be there. Liverpool need to be there consistently. We will be really 
strong and fight for it and we want to be there. In the last 10 years, Liverpool was 
not a part of it too often. "In the middle of the first part of season, I knew we are 
ready but that doesn't mean anything. We had to do it then." 
Unlike their last embarrassing appearance three years ago, Klopp and Anfield 
could prove such an intoxicating combination they may take some shifting. 
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Liverpool overcome nerves to return to Europe's elite 
"Champions League, you're having a laugh," came the chant from the away end, 
Middlesbrough's supporters teasing Liverpool whose nerves until that point had 
been paralysing. Suddenly, Roberto Firmino flicked a pass to Georgino Wijnaldum, 
suddenly the Kop was in front of him. Suddenly, with a swipe of Wijnaldum's right 
boot the mood changed completely. Suddenly Liverpool were heading towards 
the Champions League after all. 
It was seconds before half time and so, Jurgen Klopp appreciated the significance. 
His reaction was one you'd expect: racing out of his technical area, he seemed to 
consider joining the celebrations before checking, grabbing at his own hair. A 
pinch me sort of moment. The relief was enormous. 
By the 56th minute, the perception of Liverpool's entire season was settled 
favourably because two further goals had arrived. Klopp and his squad fly to 
Sydney tomorrow morning for game that marks the beginning of celebrations in 
the club's 125th year. It is imaginable that the flight will now be a rather more 
relaxed one than it would have been had it not gone their way here. 
The first half had followed a very familiar pattern indeed, and rather like the final 
20 minutes of other games where the well of ideas in Liverpool's team had run 
dry. The cameras were panning across Anfield's terraces as early as the 30th 
minute. With news arriving of leads for Manchester City and Arsenal, there were 
images of nails being bitten; hands on heads -- attentions on mobile phones, even 
though it didn't really matter what happened elsewhere as long as Liverpool got 
the required result. 
Liverpool's players seemed very edgy, taking too many shots from distance when 
they needed to be patient; crossing when Middlesbrough's defenders 
outnumbered Liverpool's attackers in the box. There were phases of play where 
passes were not really passes at all and rather, stumbles where foot happened to 
meet ball. When Dejan Lovren had the chance to clear in the right direction he 
panicked and volleyed it high into the Anfield Road stand's upper-tier. When Joel 
Matip attempted to meet James Milner with a raking cross-field pass, the ball 
landed at least ten feet behind Liverpool's left back. 
The sight of Milner consistently finding good positions before checking back on 
himself because he is not naturally left-footed was a reminder of Liverpool's 
structural flaw and it explains some of the reasons why they have struggled to 
beat dour opponents at home. Without Sadio Mane, Liverpoolsimply do not have 
the speed or the width to penetrate  six-man defences like Middlesbrough's and it 
means there is more creative responsibilities on the full-backs, who despite being 
sound enough defensively have not proven themselves this season as forces to be 
relied upon in an attacking sense. 
It was assumed that Middlesbrough were a perfect team for Liverpool to face 
because of their relegation but for Liverpool it might have been easier if 
Middlesbrough had something to play for - like a win - because it would have 
meant more risks being taken. Their problem this season has been scoring goals 
rather than keeping them out. They were taking their time at goal-kicks and 
throw-ins from the earliest minutes here and should have been awarded a 
penalty when Lovren bundled Patrick Bamford over in the 20th minute. Had 
referee Martin Atkinson taken the decision it would surely have meant also, a red 
card and Liverpool would have had to play the next 70 minutes with ten men. 
When Liverpool's lead came, it was as though liberation had been achieved. 
Wijnaldum's goal was a cracker, involving the type of quick, incisiveness that had 
previously been absent from Liverpool's performance. It ended with the Dutch 
midfielder thumping a shot past Brad Guzan in front of the Kop. The noise that 
followed seemed to rise from the bowels of the famous stand. 
It released Liverpool from their fear. By the 55th minute, their place in the 
Champions League was secure thanks to a free-kick from Philippe Coutinho's that 
dipped and curled away from Guzan and then Adam Lallana's persistence 
after Liverpool showed how devastating they can be when they are allowed to 
counter attack. Middlesbrough had a corner. Ten seconds later, Guzan was 
beaten again. And Liverpool were where they wanted to be. 
Liverpool (4-1-2-1-2): Mignolet; Clyne, Matip, Lovren, Milner (Moreno 85); Can; 
Wijnaldum, Coutinho; Lallana; Sturridge (Origi 82), Firmino (Lucas 78). 
Substitutes not used: Karius, Grujic, Klavan, Alexander-Arnold. 
Middlesbrough (4-2-3-1): Guzan; Da Silva (Ayala 73), Chambers, Gibson, Friend; 
Leadbitter, Forshaw; Bamford, Clayton, Downing; Gestede (Negredo 73). 
Substitutes not used: Konstantopolous, Bernardo, Fischer, De Roon, Stuani. 
Referee: Martin Atkinson 
Attendance: 53,191 
 
 

 
FOUR THE LOVE OF KLOPP; Liverpool fans just adore Jurgen and that 
feeling has soared after they eased into the Champions League 
WITH around a quarter of the game still to run, the Kop began singing Jurgen 
Klopp's name. 
In Klopp's theatrical world, you all know what happens next. He feigns annoyance, 
holds out his hands, giving them a rebuke in mock exasperation. 
It's all part of the Jurgen love-in at Anfield, a lovein that has just got that little bit 
deeper. 
Reacting with delirium to snatching fourth place has never been a great look, 
especially for a club of Liverpool's history and stature, but this felt like a 
significant step in an Anfield career that could well stretch into an era. 
Klopp has been at Liverpool for 19 months but, somehow, this still felt like the 
start of something. 
They will have a playoff to negotiate but Liverpool and Klopp on heady Champions 
League nights should be an intoxicating mix. 
He will be all too aware, though, that this is a squad that will need serious 
strengthening if it is to take a lead role on Europe's grandest stage. 
Spells of what became a canter across the finishing line demonstrated exactly 
that. 
Even against a Boro side limited in the extreme, albeit unlimited in effort, they 
still looked defensively vulnerable, and not only from setpieces. 
When Patrick Bamford got clear of Dejan Lovren in the first half, it could have 
been a game-defining, even season-defining, moment. 
Whether referee Martin Atkinson judged the moment correctly or not will remain 
a moot point but what is indisputable is that Liverpool were fortunate. 
They benefited from a growing conviction among observers, official and non-
official, that a striker's first penalty-area instinct is to seek contact. With opponent 
not ball. 
Presumably, Atkinson believed Bamford deliberately squeezed the brake pedal to 
draw the Lovren shunt. 
It was an interpretation generous to Liverpool, to say the least. 
Eventually, the generosity was gleefully accepted. When Liverpool do bolster, it is 
probably going to be with players in the mid-PS20million bracket. 
Judgement will have to be as sound, as it is proving to be in the case of the slow-
starting Georginio Wijnaldum. 
He has developed into an essential cog in the Anfield machine, a scoring cog at 
that. 
Hardly prolific, never away from home, but a scorer of crucial goals all the same. 
The winner against Manchester City, the point-saver against Chelsea, now the one 
that lifted the burden of anxiety here. 
In first-half stoppagetime, his technique was slick to accept a Roberto Firmino 
reverse pass and his near-post finish was emphatic. 
With Manchester City and Arsenal already in control of their tasks, it was a crucial 
moodchanger. 
A second would still be the ultimate settler and it duly arrived soon after half-time 
when Philippe Coutinho lined up a freekick against Brad Guzan, just under 30 
yards out. 
Against the hapless Brad, it was almost a curling tap-in for Philippe. 
Adam Lallana's cute finish after a cute buildup put matters beyond doubt 
although there was still time for Boro to remind Klopp of the purchasing 
responsibilities that lie ahead. 
Perhaps he was discussing them when posing for pictures with Anfield owner 
John W Henry on the post-match lap of appreciation. 
It was a lap when Klopp finally allowed the fans to sing his name. He liked it. As if 
he ever doesn't. 
Over a year and a half has passed, but the Klopp-Liverpool love-in is just 
beginning. 
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Liverpool secure Champions League qualification with comfortable win 
over Middlesbrough 
Liverpool secured a top-four Premier League finish with an ultimately comfortable 
victory over Middlesbrough at Anfield.  

The Reds defeated their already-relegated opponents 3-0 to finish in 
fourth place on 76 points, a point clear of Arsenal. 
There was clear anxiety during the first half as both the Gunners and third-placed 
Manchester City took early leads in their games as Jurgen Klopp's side struggled 
to break down a dogged Boro.  
However, Gini Wijnaldum's first-half injury time strike calmed nerves before 
Philippe Coutinho and Adam Lallana scored inside 11 minutes after the break to 
secure victory. 
It means Liverpool have qualified for the Champions League play-off round, which 
will take place in August. 
With Roberto Firmino available, Divock Origi dropped to the bench as Klopp kept 
faith with the diamond formation that served so well at West Ham the previous 
week. 
Early goals for City and Arsenal soon brought into sharp focus that Liverpool 
couldn't rely on anybody else to get the job done. 
The pattern of the game was set from almost the first whistle, as Boro put men 
behind the ball and invited Liverpool to break them down. 
Nathaniel Clyne wasted a good opening when driving a loose ball wide from inside 
the area, but otherwise shots were either at Boro goalkeeper Brad Guzan or 
blocked by a defender. 
Midway through the half, the Reds were fortunate to escape conceding a penalty 
when Dejan Lovren tangled with Patrick Bamford following the Croatian's initial 
mistake. 
Coutinho curled wide and Daniel Sturridge likewise, but Liverpool were seriously 
losing their way as the game entered first-half injury time. 
Then came the opener, Clyne's pass flicked by Firmino into the path of Wijnaldum 
who hammered an angled drive inside Guzan's near post. 
The relief inside Anfield was tangible, with Liverpool cutting loose after the break 
with two goals in 11 minutes. 
After Sturridge was fouled 25 yards from goal, Coutinho stepped up to curl a 
brilliant free-kick beyond Guzan for his 14 goal of the season. 
Then, after Middlesbrough forced a rare corner, Liverpool broke at pace and 
Wijnaldum's lay-off found Lallana who finished expertly into the bottom corner. 
Mignolet saved well from Adam Forshaw, but Firmino and Wijnaldum could have 
made the victory even more emphatic. 
Match facts 
LIVERPOOL (4-4-2): Mignolet; Clyne, Matip, Lovren, Milner (Moreno 86); Can, 
Wijnaldum, Coutinho, Lallana; Firmino (Lucas 79), Sturridge (Origi 82). Subs: 
Karius, Grujic, Klavan, Alexander-Arnold. GOALS: Wijnaldum 45+1, Coutinho 51, 
Lallana 56. 
MIDDLESBROUGH (4-4-1-1): Guzan; Fabio (Ayala 73), Gibson, Chambers, Friend; 
Forshaw, Leadbitter, Clayton, Downing; Bamford; Gestede (Negredo 73). Subs: 
Konstantopoulos, Bernardo, Fischer, De Roon, Stuani. 
REFEREE: Martin Atkinson. 
ATT: 53,191 
 
 

 
Liverpool secure Champions League qualification with comfortable win 
over Middlesbrough 
Middlesbrough's Premier League season came to a deflating end as they were 
beaten 3-0 by Liverpool at Anfield. Jurgen Klopp's side overcame their final day 
jitters to book their place in next season's Champions League courtesy of goals 
from Georginio Wijnaldum, Philippe Coutinho and Adam Lallana. 
As for Boro , it was a numbing end to a 2016/17 season that will be forgotten 
almost instantly - but for 44 minutes it was the Teessiders who looked set to spoil 
the Merseyside party on the final day. Patrick Bamford will feel aggrieved as he 
was denied a penalty with the score goalless, but Liverpool notched just before 
the break - and twice more after it - to secure the points. 
A penalty shout that went against Boro 

 
With Liverpool's season hinging on the result, there was understandable tension 
around Anfield - and for the majority of the first half Boro seemed to thrive in 
their role as chief party poopers. 
Indeed, the biggest credit you could pay Boro in the first half was that it did not 
seem like there was nothing riding on the game for them. They defended deep, 
but were tenacious in the tackle and made life difficult for the hosts. 
Liverpool started brightly - with Boro struggling to keep hold of the ball in the 
opening 15 minutes with architect-in-chief Philippe Coutinho buzzing about, 
finding pockets of space and keeping the Reds tick over. 
But Boro settled on Merseyside - quickly - and as news of goals for Arsenal and 
Manchester City filtered through to the home faithful, the noise quietened. The 
tension grew. And Boro looked rock solid. 
On-loan Arsenal defender Calum Chambers - making what is likely to be his final 
Boro appearance before returning to the Emirates - made a vital headed 
interception from a teasing Coutinho cross to deny Daniel Sturridge. 
George Friend offered energy down the left-hand side, while on the right Patrick 
Bamford looked lively - and was involved in the first half's moment of 
controversy. With 22 minutes on the clock, boyhood Liverpool fan Adam Forshaw 
broke and flicked a cute ball through to Bamford who was through on goal - and 
the 23-year-old tumbled under a clumsy-looking challenge from Dejan Lovren. 
But referee Martin Atkinson - who would have had to send off Lovren if he 
deemed it a spot-kick - waved away Boro's protests, to the disbelief of Agnew and 
the Boro backroom staff who leapt up in appeal. 
The moment went against Boro, but the first half - the overwhelming majority of 
it - did not. It was a display that looked like an Aitor Karanka side in their pomp, a 
team who upset the apple cart at Arsenal earlier in the campaign. 
But, as so often has proven the case this season, Boro were about to be 
punished... 
That familiar Premier League feeling 
As one minute of stoppage time went up on the fourth official's board, Boro stood 
60 seconds away from a creditable first-half showing, especially given the 
circumstances. Already-relegated, up against a side who had all the motivation to 
win the game? Boro's travelling army of supporters were ready to cheer their 
players back into the dressing room. But Boro switched off for a moment - like 
they did at Southampton, Burnley, West Ham and so many more. From a position 
of relative control, then came a lapse in concentration- and paid the price. Again. 
It was former Newcastle midfielder Georginio Wijnaldum who got the goal, played 
in after a smart pass around the corner by Roberto Firmino, and it was another 
sobering moment for Boro. At this level, any mistake defensively will be punished. 
The defenders weren't close enough to the Brazilian, and the Dutchman's run 
wasn't tracked. Seconds later, Brad Guzan was collecting the ball from the back of 
his net. If we have learnt anything from Boro's 281-day stay in the top-flight, it's 
that. The small details make a very big difference at this level. 
Anfield erupted, an outpouring of nervous energy and raw emotion. And like large 
periods of the season, that hurt - Boro should have gone into the dressing room 
level. 
The longest 45 minutes of the season 
With Boro's resistance broken, Liverpool cruised through the gears - and doubled 
their advantage just five minutes after the restart. Adam Clayton clattered 
Sturridge just outside the box and was penalised, and Coutinho sprinkled some 
fairy dust onto the pitch as he bent the resulting free-kick over the wall and into 
the corner. Under-fire keeper Brad Guzan, playing his final Boro game before a 
summer move to Atlanta United, should have done better as he was beaten too 
easily. And that rubbed salt into the wounds of Boro fans who had hoped to see 
Dimi Konstantopoulos given a Premier League swansong. The popular Greek 
stopper has not made a single league appearance this season. 
Two became three moments later as Adam Lallana strolled through and 
dispatched. And the floodgates threatened to open - the fifth time in Agnew's 11 
games in charge that Boro have shipped three or more goals. Up the other end, 
Forshaw almost clawed one back for Boro as he was cutely played through - but 
his prod towards goal just clipped Reds goalkeeper Simon Mignolet before 
trickling wide. And then it was one-way traffic, Klopp's side marching towards the 
Champions League. As for Boro, you'd be hard-pushed to accuse the players of a 
lack of effort. An alarming lack of quality, yes - and at times gross defensive 
naivety. 
A long summer now awaits, with chairman Steve Gibson having plenty of big 
decisions to make. Firstly, who will be in the Riverside dugout when the 2017/18 
Championship season gets underway on August 5? 
The fans can only hope Boro learn from their Premier League experience. Because 
it won't get any easier for a newly-promoted team in years to come. 
A disappointing end to an underwhelming season. Let's hope brighter days are 
just around the corner. 

 

http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/all-about/jurgen-klopp
http://www.gazettelive.co.uk/all-about/middlesbrough-fc
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Liverpool secured their Champions League return as their initial nerves turned to 
jubilation and relegated Middlesbrough crumbled at Anfield. 
With top-four rivals Arsenal ahead at Everton, Liverpool were impotent in attack 
and twitchy at the back for most of the first half. 
But Georginio Wijnaldum eased the tension in injury time, bursting into the box 
and smashing in a fierce shot at the near post. 
Philippe Coutinho's low curling free-kick six minutes into the second half was 
quickly followed by Adam Lallana slotting in to give the Reds a comfortable 
cushion to ride out to full-time. 
With Manchester City thrashing Watford, Liverpool finished fourth in the final 
Premier League table and will have to negotiate Champions League qualifying at 
the start of next season. 
A season in microcosm 
Manager Jurgen Klopp had a beaming smile on the final whistle as he 
congratulated his players, but his team's display - in front of a watching owner 
John W Henry - underlined the need for further investment as they prepare to 
step up to Europe's top table for the first time since 2014-15. 
That campaign ended in the group stages as Brendan Rodgers' side - with talisman 
Luis Suarez sold to Barcelona - were found wanting. 
If they play like they did in Sunday's first half, the same fate will be the best this 
version can hope for. 
As so often this season, Liverpool's attackers seemed stumped by deep-lying 
opposition and the soft centre of their defence was nearly exposed when Patrick 
Bamford got the wrong side of Dejan Lovren and had a strong claim for a penalty 
denied. 
But Wijnaldum's powerful opener changed the mood both in the stands and on 
the pitch. The interplay between Roberto Firmino, Coutinho and Lallana in the 
second half was close to the scintillating best that they have produced in this 
campaign. 
They surely need additions to recreate that form more consistently and on bigger 
stages next season, but Klopp's side collected an impressive 76 points and 
finished above Arsenal and Manchester United in his first full season in charge. 
"I think it does qualify as a successful season. They set out to reach the 
Champions League and from a league point of view they've achieved that. They'll 
be bigger and better next season," Match of the Day pundit Alan Shearer said. 
Media playback is not supported on this device  
Nothing to discuss - Sturridge 
Daniel Sturridge is the last remaining part of the attacking trio that drove 
Liverpool close to the Premier League title two seasons ago. 
But after an injury-blighted couple of campaigns and doubts over whether he can 
find a place in Klopp's high-tempo gameplan, it had been suggested he might 
follow Suarez and Raheem Sterling out of the club. 
Sturridge had five shots, coming close, but not hitting the target with any... 
...however he had fewer touches (36) and ran a shorter overall distance (8.93km) 
than any other outfield starter for Liverpool 
Starting successive Premier League games for the first time since September, he 
added an extra dimension to Liverpool's play with clever movement, a constant 
penalty-box presence and ability to get a shot away. 
He came closer than any Liverpool player to scoring in the first 45 minutes with a 
shot just wide, applauded the fans as he headed off with eight to go and 
exchanged an embrace with Klopp on his way to the bench. 
"There is nothing to discuss really," he told Sky Sports, when asked after the 
match if he would still be at Liverpool next season. "I have two years left on my 
deal and I am happy here." 
Boro concentrate on rebuilding job 
While Liverpool prepare for the Champions League, Middlesbrough have the 
different challenge of life in the Championship next season. 
Chairman Steve Gibson has been bullish about the possibility of an immediate 
return, saying earlier in the week that he aimed to "smash the league" and return 
as champions.  
A starting selection without likely summer departures Alvaro Negredo, Marten de 
Roon and Adama Traore suggested that caretaker Steve Agnew is already 
concentrating on the next campaign. 
Solidly run off the pitch as well as resolute on it, Boro are well set to back up their 
chairman's promise, particularly if Gibson can convince his centre-back nephew 
Ben to stick with the club in the second tier. 
Media playback is not supported on this device  
Man of the match - Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool) 
Liverpool's go-to man for inspiration and invention had 132 touches and five 
shots, with three on target. No team-mate managed more in any of those 
statistics. 
'A wonderful base for next season' - Klopp 
Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp: "We worked hard to get the first goal. We got 
more confident. We then scored from the free-kick and got even more confident. 
"The boys then played some fantastic football. I'm really looking forward to next 
season. I think we have created a wonderful base. The better you're organised, 
the more you feel free to do special things in offence. 
"I'm really happy about this - what a wonderful day." 

 

Middlesbrough caretaker boss Steve Agnew: "Liverpool have some top-class 
players and you wait for moments like that Patrick Bamford penalty shout and 
that did not go our way. 
"It has been a difficult season and the bottom line is that we have not scored 
enough goals or won enough games. We need to use this summer to reflect and 
work out what we need to do to come back. 
"The chairman is the best in my opinion and I'm sure that talks will be progressing 
over the next few weeks about the future of the club." 
O Magico pulls the strings - the stats you need to know 
Liverpool have finished in the top four of the Premier League for only the second 
time in the past eight seasons. 
Philippe Coutinho has had a hand in 20 Premier League goals for Liverpool this 
season, more than any other player (13 goals, seven assists). 
Coutinho has scored 15 Premier League goals from outside the area, more than 
any other player. 
Middlesbrough are one of three teams to visit Anfield on 10 or more occasions in 
the Premier League without winning (Sunderland - 16, Middlesbrough - 15 and 
Bolton - 13). 
All 17 of Georginio Wijnaldum's Premier League goals have been scored in home 
games (six at Anfield and 11 at St James' Park). 
Middlesbrough won just 28 points this season, their worst return in a Premier 
League season. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/football/39922674
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/football/39922674
http://www.gazettelive.co.uk/sport/football/football-news/financial-implications-relegation-middlesbroughs-robust-13042539
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Match ends, Liverpool 3, Middlesbrough 0. 
 90'+3'  Second Half ends, Liverpool 3, Middlesbrough 0. 
 90'+2'  Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
 90'+2'  Adam Forshaw (Middlesbrough wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
 90'+1'  Attempt saved. Adam Forshaw (Middlesbrough right footed shot from outside 
the box is saved in the centre of the goal. 
 90'+1'  Foul by Lucas Leiva (Liverpool. 
 90'+1'  Patrick Bamford (Middlesbrough wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
 90'  Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Grant Leadbitter. 
 89'  Lucas Leiva (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
 89'  Foul by Adam Clayton (Middlesbrough. 
 86'  Substitution, Liverpool. Alberto Moreno replaces James Milner. 
 82'  Substitution, Liverpool. Divock Origi replaces Daniel Sturridge. 
 82'  Attempt missed. Adam Forshaw (Middlesbrough right footed shot from the centre 
of the box is close, but misses to the right. Assisted by Álvaro Negredo with a through 
ball. 
 79'  Substitution, Liverpool. Lucas Leiva replaces Roberto Firmino. 
 77'  Attempt saved. Emre Can (Liverpool right footed shot from the right side of the box 
is saved in the bottom left corner. Assisted by Adam Lallana. 
 76'  Attempt blocked. Daniel Sturridge (Liverpool left footed shot from the centre of the 
box is blocked. Assisted by Roberto Firmino. 
 73'  Substitution, Middlesbrough. Álvaro Negredo replaces Rudy Gestede. 
 73'  Substitution, Middlesbrough. Daniel Ayala replaces Fabio. 
 73'  Attempt missed. Daniel Sturridge (Liverpool left footed shot from outside the box 
misses to the left. Assisted by Emre Can. 
 70'  Attempt saved. Adam Lallana (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box is 
saved in the top left corner. Assisted by Georginio Wijnaldum. 
 69'  Attempt missed. Daniel Sturridge (Liverpool left footed shot from outside the box 
misses to the right. Assisted by Adam Lallana. 
 67'  Attempt missed. Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre 
of the box misses to the right. Assisted by Roberto Firmino. 
 67'  Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
 67'  Foul by Adam Forshaw (Middlesbrough. 
 66'  Emre Can (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
 66'  Foul by Patrick Bamford (Middlesbrough. 
 64'  Daniel Sturridge (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
 64'  Foul by Patrick Bamford (Middlesbrough. 
 64'  Foul by Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool. 
 64'  Grant Leadbitter (Middlesbrough wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
 63'  Foul by Dejan Lovren (Liverpool. 
 63'  Rudy Gestede (Middlesbrough wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
 61'  Adam Lallana (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
 61'  Foul by Adam Clayton (Middlesbrough. 
 60'  Attempt missed. Rudy Gestede (Middlesbrough header from the centre of the box 
misses to the right. Assisted by Stewart Downing with a cross following a set piece 
situation. 
 59'  Foul by James Milner (Liverpool. 
 59'  Rudy Gestede (Middlesbrough wins a free kick on the right wing. 
 59'  Foul by James Milner (Liverpool. 
 59'  Stewart Downing (Middlesbrough wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
 58'  Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Brad Guzan. 
 58'  Attempt saved. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box 
is saved in the bottom left corner. Assisted by Nathaniel Clyne. 
 57'  Corner, Middlesbrough. Conceded by Simon Mignolet. 
 57'  Attempt saved. Adam Forshaw (Middlesbrough right footed shot from the centre of 
the box is saved in the bottom right corner. Assisted by Rudy Gestede with a headed 
pass. 
 56'  Rudy Gestede (Middlesbrough is shown the yellow card. 
 56'  Goal! Liverpool 3, Middlesbrough 0. Adam Lallana (Liverpool left footed shot from 
the centre of the box to the bottom right corner. Assisted by Georginio Wijnaldum with 
a headed pass following a fast break. 
 55'  Corner, Middlesbrough. Conceded by Roberto Firmino. 
 54'  Offside, Liverpool. Joel Matip tries a through ball, but Adam Lallana is caught 
offside. 
 54'  Dejan Lovren (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
 54'  Foul by Rudy Gestede (Middlesbrough. 
 53'  Attempt missed. Nathaniel Clyne (Liverpool right footed shot from the right side of 
the box is high and wide to the right. 
 53'  Attempt blocked. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of 
the box is blocked. 
 51'  Goal! Liverpool 2, Middlesbrough 0. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool from a free kick 
with a right footed shot to the bottom left corner. 
 50'  Daniel Sturridge (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
 50'  Foul by Adam Clayton (Middlesbrough. 
 47'  Delay over. They are ready to continue. 
 46'  Delay in match Emre Can (Liverpool because of an injury. 
  Second Half begins Liverpool 1, Middlesbrough 0. 
 45'+3'  First Half ends, Liverpool 1, Middlesbrough 0. 
 45'+1'  Goal! Liverpool 1, Middlesbrough 0. Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool right footed 
shot from the right side of the box to the top right corner. Assisted by Roberto Firmino. 
 44'  Foul by James Milner (Liverpool. 
 44'  Patrick Bamford (Middlesbrough wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
 39'  Corner, Middlesbrough. Conceded by Dejan Lovren. 
 39'  Attempt blocked. Patrick Bamford (Middlesbrough left footed shot from the centre 
of the box is blocked. Assisted by George Friend. 

 
 
 38'  Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
 38'  Rudy Gestede (Middlesbrough wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
 37'  Attempt saved. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box is 
saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Georginio Wijnaldum. 
 36'  Attempt saved. Adam Lallana (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box is 
saved in the bottom left corner. Assisted by Georginio Wijnaldum. 
 34'  Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Ben Gibson. 
 33'  Attempt missed. Daniel Sturridge (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of 
the box misses to the right. Assisted by Philippe Coutinho. 
 30'  Attempt missed. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the 
box misses to the right. 
 27'  Attempt missed. Daniel Sturridge (Liverpool left footed shot from the right side of 
the box misses to the right. Assisted by Adam Lallana. 
 25'  Attempt blocked. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the 
box is blocked. Assisted by Nathaniel Clyne. 
 24'  Attempt missed. Rudy Gestede (Middlesbrough header from the centre of the box 
is close, but misses to the right. Assisted by Stewart Downing with a cross. 
 23'  Attempt saved. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box 
is saved in the bottom left corner. Assisted by James Milner. 
 21'  Attempt missed. Emre Can (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box is high 
and wide to the left. Assisted by Daniel Sturridge. 
 20'  Attempt blocked. Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool right footed shot from outside 
the box is blocked. 
 20'  Attempt blocked. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool left footed shot from the centre of the 
box is blocked. Assisted by Joel Matip. 
 19'  Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
 19'  Foul by Grant Leadbitter (Middlesbrough. 
 18'  Attempt blocked. Grant Leadbitter (Middlesbrough right footed shot from outside 
the box is blocked. 
 18'  Attempt blocked. Stewart Downing (Middlesbrough left footed shot from outside 
the box is blocked. 
 17'  Foul by James Milner (Liverpool. 
 17'  Patrick Bamford (Middlesbrough wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
 16'  Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
 16'  Rudy Gestede (Middlesbrough wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
 16'  Attempt blocked. Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre 
of the box is blocked. Assisted by Roberto Firmino with a headed pass. 
 15'  Foul by Roberto Firmino (Liverpool. 
 15'  George Friend (Middlesbrough wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
 10'  Foul by James Milner (Liverpool. 
 10'  Rudy Gestede (Middlesbrough wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
 6'  Attempt missed. Nathaniel Clyne (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the 
box misses to the left. 
 3'  Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
 3'  Rudy Gestede (Middlesbrough wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
 1'  Attempt saved. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box is 
saved in the bottom left corner. Assisted by Adam Lallana. 
  First Half begins. 
Lineups are announced and players are warming up. 
 


